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Abstract
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) is a well-known method which is currently used by many researchers all around the world.
However, the problem lies where the steps are lengthy and consumes time. This paper does the purpose to share a method where
Decision Makers (DM) can reduce error or any mistakes while manual compute. A MATLAB programming is develop and field of
sustainable supply chain is use as experiment purpose. There is one out of four criteria need to be selected by using FAHP. The criteria
are cost, quality, delivery time and supplier distance. Both methods are done simultaneously and the answers were recorded. The
percentage accuracy shows 100% for every step showing there is no error and the answers are the same if MATLAB is applied. Final
answers for both shows that quality is the highest criterion to be selected based on the weightage.
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1. Introduction
There are numerous decisions need to be made to ensure that a
business supply chain is sustainable. Additionally, the
management’s ability to produce optimal decisions is critical
for the company to be competitive. Consequently, the
management needs to consider multiple criteria with some
uncertainties to make decision. More often than not, decisions
can’t be discriminated at early stage. Fuzzy Logic is one of
artificial intelligence (AI) tool other than genetic algorithm,
neural network, and other known AI tools [4], [2] .. One of the
best techniques to solve uncertainty is to use fuzzy logic. In
order to make the final best decision, Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy
Process (FAHP) is utilized. This technique is a combination of
two different techniques. The objective of this paper is to
develop a MATLAB-based FAHP to compute the decisions
need to be made. For the purpose of this report, only four
objectives will be discussed. These include product cost,
product quality, delivery time and geographical location of the
product vendor. This technique has quite lengthy steps to be
followed and time consuming [10] . Triangular FAHP is
selected after an experiment were conduct by [5] showing
Triangular FAHP show near same decision making compared

to Trapezoidal FAHP. The objective is the need to develop a
MATLAB programming to compute FAHP. This experiment
will be done in sustainable supply chain for multi criteria
decision making [8]. Only four criterions will be look into such
as product cost, product quality, delivery time and supplier
distance of product will be used in this paper.

2. Methodology
This experiment will be conducted by scaling multi – objective
criteria. The criteria are equally important. Therefore, the
scaling will be done by placing the highest weightage on the
product cost. Two methods will be done simultaneously. The
first method will be manual computation of FAHP. The second
method is to develop MATLAB programming and read the
excel file. The MATLAB programming is need of accurate
reading from excel file. Therefore, space label from excel such
as A1 to M5 column need to be key in properly. If the final
answer obtain from both methods are not equal, MATLAB
programming will be look into for any mismatch of label.
Figure 1 shows the overall methodology of this paper.

Fig. 1: Overall Methodology
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The first step is called weight scaling. This process is done by
carrying out comparison in pair by scale a whole number to
criterion which is superior and reciprocal judgment for least
importance with the help of Table 1 [6].
Table 1: Scaling for FAHP
Triangular Fuzzy AHP
1,1,1

Categories
Equally Important
Intermediate Preference

1,2,3

Moderately More Important

2,3,4

Intermediate Preference

3,4,5

Strongly More Important

4,5,6

Intermediate Preference

5,6,7

Very Strong More Important

6,7,8

Intermediate Preference

7,8,9

Extremely More Important

8,9,9

The second step is to use the FAHP. [1] mention the main
concept of triangular fuzzy AHP is shown below. From Table
1, the triangular FAHP consist of 3 values presented in
Equation (1). If the alternative compared is weaker, then
equation (2) will be used.

1,1,1

=(

(1)

=

(2)

A = xlsread('Data.xlsx','All','A1:M5')
Fig. 2: Call function in MAT

From figure 2, the fil e name is “Data” and the sheet name is
“All” followed by labelling the space from A1 to M5. An
extent analysis is a method introduced by the same author.
Each object was analysed and pairwise comparison is carried
out to achieve each goal respectively. Hence, which are the
extent analysis values for each object were obtained:

(5)
Inverse from vector in Equation (6) is calculated by:

(3)
Whereby
presented as triangular fuzzy
numbers. Chang’s extent analysis is further breakdown into
another 4 steps continuing from previous step. Third step is to
compute the fuzzy synthetic extent value respect to th object
as shown in Equation (4):

(4)
In order to calculate
value of

, fuzzy summation operation

extent analysis will be carried out:

(6)
In MATLAB programming, the total of l, m and u are needed
to be identified. To determine l1, command “xlsread” is used,
recall data in B2, E2, H2 and K2. For m1, the same command
used but the data used for addition are C2, F2, I2, and L2. This
step is done repetitive for u1 until l4, m4, and u4. This step is
equivalent to equation (5). The total of l, m and u and the
reciprocal for quality example same as equation (6) are shown
in
figure
3.
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l1=xlsread('Data.xlsx','All','B2')+xlsread('Data.xlsx','All','E2')+xlsread
('Data.xlsx','All','H2')+xlsread('Data.xlsx','All','K2')
total_l=l1+l2+l3+l4
total_m=m1+m2+m3+m4
total_u=u1+u2+u3+u4
quality_l=l1/total_u
quality_m=m1/total_m
quality_u=u1/total_l
Fig. 3: Representative of Equation (5) and (6)

The l, m and u for cost, delivery time and supplier distance is
done the same way for further calculate using equation 9.
Figure 4 shows the same as equation 9 but represent in
MATLAB. This program need to be run until all pairwise are
made. The step in figure 4 is repeated for comparison of quality
between cost, delivery time and supplier distance. The fourth
step is to use the FAHP rules by identifying the degree of
possibility
of
.defined as:

equivalently expressed to:

(8)

(9)

(7)
%comparison quality to cost
if (quality_m >=cost_m)
w11=1
end
if (cost_l>=quality_u)
w11=0
end
if (quality_m < cost_m)&&(cost_l< quality_u)
w11=(cost_l-quality_u)/((cost_l-cost_m)-(quality_u-quality_m))
end
Fig. 4: Representative of Equation (9)

The fifth step is to make sure the possible degree of convex
fuzzy stands higher than convex fuzzy. Convex fuzzy must
have greater value compared to
convex fuzzy
this can be defined by ([7],[9]):

And

…and
(10)

Assume that

From figure 5, the answers are grouped in matrix form consist
of four criterion. Assume “a” is quality, “b” is product cost, “c”
is delivery time and “d” is supplier distance. The minimum
value among each variable is identified.
For
presented as:

(12)

(11)

a=[w1 w12 w13];
b=[w21 w22 w23];
c=[w31 w32 w33];
d=[w41 w42 w43];
quality=min(a)
cost=min(b)
delivery=min(c)
supplier=min(d)

. Then, weight vector is

Whereby
are elements obtained after
computation. The final step, sixth step is to make sure
summation equal to 1 through adding elements and divide
using each object [11].
(13)
Whereby
, is no longer fuzzy number provides priority
weight for alternative or a criterion. Figure 6 is method of using
MATLAB program to perform normalization.

Fig. 5: Representative of Equation (11)

weight_quality=quality/(quality+cost+delivery+supplier)
weight_cost=cost/(quality+cost+delivery+supplier)
weight_delivery=delivery/(quality+cost+delivery+supplier)
weight_supplier=origin/(quality+cost+delivery+supplier)
Fig. 6: Representative of Equation (13)
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3. Results
Refer to table 2, the scaling is done and same scaling is used in
Microsoft Excel in order for MATLAB to recall the same file.
Assume in this experiment, the quality is look into as highest
priority. These 3 parameters are adapt from [3] and the origin
parameter added by the authors for experiment purpose. Thus
scaling process is carried
out and the scaling should show highest score in quality.

Quality
Cost
Delivery
Origin

Quality
1
1/4
1/6
1/8

1
1/3
1/5
1/7

1
1/2
1/4
1/6

Cost
2
1
1/4
1/6

Table 2: Data Scaling Using FAHP
Delivery
3
4
4
1
1
2
1/3
½
1
1/5
¼
1/4

5
3
1
1/3

6
4
1
1/2

Origin
6
4
2
1

7
5
3
1

8
6
4
1

After manual and programming computation were done, the answers are recorded and compared.

Steps

Table 3: Comparison between Manual and MATLAB Programming Answers
Manual Computation
MATLAB Programming

Equation (5)

= ( 25.208, 31.543, 38.167)

Equation (6)

Quality = (13, 16, 19)
Cost =
(7.250, 9.333, 11.50)
Delivery= (3.417, 4.533, 5.750)
Supplier = (1.542, 1.676, 1.917)
Quality = (0.341, 0.507, 0.754)
Cost =
(0.190, 0.296, 0.456)
Delivery= (0.090, 0.144, 0.228)
Supplier = (0.040, 0.053, 0.076)
a = (1, 1, 1)
b = (0.3535, 1, 1)
c = (0, 0.7282, 1)
d = (0, 0, 0)
a=1
b = 0.3535
c=0
d=0
Normalize (0.7388, 0.2612, 0, 0)

Equation (9)

Equation (11)

Min Equation (11)

Equation (13)

Quality = (13, 16, 19)
Cost =
(7.250, 9.333, 11.50)
Delivery= (3.4167, 4.533, 5.750)
Supplier = (1.5417, 1.6762, 1.917)
Quality = (0.3406, 0.5072, 0.7537)
Cost =
(0.1900, 0.2959, 0.4562)
Delivery= (0.0895, 0.1437, 0.2281)
Supplier = (0.0404, 0.0531, 0.0760)
a = (1, 1, 1)
b = (0.3535, 1, 1)
c = (0, 0.7282, 1)
d = (0, 0, 0)
a=1
b = 0.3535
c=0
d=0

Percentage
Accuracy (%)
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

4. Discussion
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using MATLAB run in shorter time compared to manual
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for programming, once the sample space is determined, the
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conclude the results, quality criterion shows the first in rank with
the weightage of 0.7388 highest among the rest. This program can
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make decision. Future work is to use this program and combine
with neural network fitting to be applied in sustainable field. This
is to identify the accuracy if the program combines with human
like thinking algorithm. To conclude the results, quality criterion
shows the first in rank with the weightage of 0.7388 highest
among the rest.
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